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Why does dealing with construction permits matter?

No regulation
• If
procedures
are
too
complicated or costly, builders
tend to proceed without a
permit.
• An estimate of 60–80%
building
projects
in
developing economies are
undertaken without the proper
permits and approvals.
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Sound regulation of
construction
• Helps strengthen property
rights.
• Protects the public from
faulty building practices.
• Contributes to the process
of capital formation.

Why does it matter?
• Construction
regulation
is
an
important
consideration
for
entrepreneurs when deciding where
to establish their business.
• Construction costs are the 5th most
important factor determining the
location of a start-up in the United
States (according to the KPMG
Competitive
Alternatives
data
available
at
www.competitivealternatives.com)
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What does Dealing with Construction Permits indicator continue to
measure ?
Before
Construction
Building plans,
site maps, all
necessary
clearances,
licenses, permits
and certificates
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During
Construction
Submit all
required
notifications;
request and
receive all
necessary
inspections

After
Construction
Register the
warehouse, obtain
certificate of
completion
(occupancy
permit)

Utilities
Obtain
connections for
water and
sewerage

What are the case study assumptions?
Assumptions
Construction company
• Is a limited liability company;
• 100% domestically and privately
owned;
• Has 5 owners, none of whom is
a legal entity;
• Is fully licensed and insured to
carry out construction projects;
• Has 60 builders and other
employees, all of them nationals
with the technical expertise and
professional experience
necessary to obtain construction
permits and approvals.
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Warehouse

Water and sewerage
connections

• Will be used for general storage
activities (e.g., books);
• 150 meters from the existing
• 2 stories, 1,300.6 square meters; water source and sewer tap. If
there is no water delivery
• Located on a land plot of 929
infrastructure in the economy, a
square meters, 100% owned by
borehole will be dug.
BuildCo;
• Located in the economy’s largest
business city (periurban area,
within city limits);
• Valued at 50 times income per
capita.

What does the Dealing with Construction Permits continue to
measure?

Number of
procedures to
legally build a
warehouse

How was the indicator
constructed in 2015?
Every interaction with an external
party (i.e. municipality, inspectors,
utilities) is considered a procedure;

Time required to
complete each
procedure

Time is recorded in calendar days

Cost required to
complete each
procedure

Cost is recorded as a % of the
warehouse value
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What is new?
How is the updated indicator constructed?

efficiency

quality
New

New
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How has the methodology been expanded since 2015?
Doing Business 2016
The Building Quality Control index was introduced.
The index measures (0- 15 points):
Components
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Score

Clarity and accessibility of regulations

0-2

Quality control before construction

0-1

Quality control during construction

0-3

Quality control after completion of
construction

0-3

Liability and insurance

0-2

Professional certification and controls

0-4
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Where is Dealing with Construction Permits the easiest and what do
they have in common?

Top ten performers
Denmark
United Arab Emirates
New Zealand
Taiwan, China
Hong Kong SAR, China
Australia
Luxembourg
Estonia
Mauritius
Serbia
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Global good practices
 Risk-based systems
Rigorous
yet
differentiated
construction permitting processes to
treat buildings according to their risklevel and location.
 Building codes; setting rules
A coherent body of rules that defines
what is required from builders, and its
uniform implementation.
 One-stop shops
Improvements on the organization of
the
review
process—by
better
coordinating the efforts of different
agencies.
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